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ABSTRACT 

The use of pressurized supcrfluid Helium bet
ween 1.6 K and 1.3 K i s being considered for a 
number of superconducting magnet applications, 
"this type of cooling i s particularly interesting 
in f'.e case of pulsed f ie ld cagnets where large 
beat fluxes need to be evacuated in a short titre. 
Tiiis paper reviews a fev recent experiments on 
heat transport properties and s t a b i l i t y in He-II, 
which contribute to evaluating i t s potential use 
for such an application. Present technology i s 
i l lustrated by the description of a large test 
f a c i l i t y recently operated at S&clay. 

I . INTKODUCTÏON 

The interest of using supcrfluid Heliun as a 
coolant for superconducting magnets has increased 
considerably over the last few years for two nain 
reasons : 

1) A better knowledge of the remarkable 
properties of saturated and of subcooled Ke-II, in 
particular with regard to steady state and tran
s ient heat transfer and heat conduction, gained 
from numerous experimental studies carried out 
«round the world (which would be too long to 
review here). 

2) The technological progress achieved in 
the const met ion and operation of s ignif icantly 
large systens using this type of cooling, which 
enable: such a technology to be now seriously 
considered fcr large scale applications. 

The f i r s t objective of using superfluid He
lium was as a rear.s of lowering the working 
t étape rature of superconducting t-.aer.ets and then 
of enhancing the H-I characterist ics of the cate -
r ia l used in such magnets. In this respect XbTi 
magnets originally designed for normal Helium at 
4.2 K, have been shown to increase their cr i t i ca l 
performances by 20 co 302 when operating below 
2 K^'»*). A second advantage foreseen with He-II 
cooling was i t s particular hsat transport proper
t ies» characterized by a very high thermal 
conductivity which allows heat to be carried away 
vithout convection or fluid displacement and along 
narrow channels and s<r.*ll cavi t ies independently 
of their size and orientation. These two features 
vere recognized from the beginning as determining 
for technical and economical optimization in the 

. studies of the Wisconsin superconductive energy 
storage p r o j e c t ^ ' . 

However, these examples only sought for pro* 
parties ef Ke-II cooling in quasi-steady-state 
operation where cryostatic s t a b i l i t y retrains t.ie 
nain concern. This r e l i e s en direct heat tranrfer 
at Che conductor surface, which i s limited by the 
to railed "Kapicza resistance" and i s only mode
rately improved, though not neglicably, as the 
temperature i s lowered . On the contrary the 

, benefit appears to be much higher under transient 
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conditions, as the high thermal conductivity nod 
"fast heat propagation in Hcliuir. II enable intense 
heat pulses to be remsved alctost instantaneously 
and recovery after much rrore severe disturbances, 
cos-pared to noraal Helium performances at 4.2 K. 

It i s thus obvious that the use of superfluid 
Heliun can'be advocated for applications where 
large heat pulses are produced, as happens in 
pulsed f i e ld magnets and in energy storage units 
requiring fast charging or discharging. Such a 
choice has been made in the case of a new tokamak 
project in France, Tore 2S ' , for which only 
He-II cooling has been considered adequate to 
"fulfil*, a l l the construction and operation cons
traints imposed on the project . 

It i s obvious that experience with supcr
fluid helium is s t i l l building up and core in for 
mation i s needed in order to assess a l l i t s poten
t i a l uses. This paper w i l l brief ly show a few 
results fror< recent experience which may support 
the idea of using such cooling in superconductive 
energy storage. 

I I . OPERATING PHASE OF HE-II 

A f i r s t point to be stressed i s the impor
tance of using Keliunt-II in a subcooled phase, 
i . e . pract ical ly at a température of 1.5 K t o 
1.8 K under atcospheric pressure. 

One ressi-n for this i s fundamental front ther-
modynfecics. Keeping the operating temperature well 
below the A transition provides a temperature mar
gin in which the enthalpy of Keliun: can be used 
as a heat sink for absorbing a certain anount of 
heat and for building up the température gradient 
necessary for removing that heat by conduction 
in the coolant, without going through a phase 
transition which would result in a loss of the 
particular properties of the superfluid s t a t e . Xt 
is worth recal l ing that the enthalpy of Helium 
between 1.8 K and 2.16 K. at atr..3Spherie presume 
is 0.31 J/cst , that the heat wave propagation in 
superfluid Heliun reaches a ve loc i ty of 20 tn/sec. 
•t 1.8 K, whilst being zero at the A point , and 
that a ^T of 0.3 K in the liquid enables heat 
fluxes of several watts/cm 2 to be transported 
along distances of several meters. 

The fact that the ful l benefit of superfluid 
heliun has not been recognized in a number of 
reported experiments can bs explained by the use 
in these experiments of saturated He-II. 

Another advantage i s in the technical ctethorf 
which can be used for maintaining a bath of He-II 
under atmospheric pressure. The well known double 
bath technique, which was f i r s t developped by 
Roubeau'" and successfully extended to a larger 
scale by C. Claudct et a l ( ° ) , consists in keeping 
the working volume cf subcooled He-II separated 
from an upper bath in which the liquid temperature 
i s naturally s tra t i f i ed with the top layer being 
normal boi l ing Helium at 4,2 K and atmospheric 
pressure. Cooling of the lower bath down to 1.6 -
1.8 K i s achieved throuch a heat exchanger .in:l a 
separate refrigeration c ircuit which can use a 
usual purcpinp process or any other technique. In 
such a way the superconducting device i s kept in 
A pressurized hath vhieh offers the previously 
mentioned :u!v.ifita v s and <»"oids other dr.r/jarks 
such «s low pressure 'nm.-ilibitw's and poor e t c - I 



lcctric behaviour, and also vhich only requires a 
minima of cooling pover at the lov temperature 
level, cost of the losses entailed by such a sys
tem (supports, current leads, radiation) being 
intercepted by the normal Helium bath at 4.2 K. 

111. HEAT REMOVAL PROPERTIES OF 
HELIUM II 

I 
In view of the relevance we are trying to 

show with regard to pulsed magnet applications, 
we are mainly interested in the transient beha
viour of superfluid cooling. Though experience 
in this field is not as large as in the case of 
steady state properties, some valuable infomation 
is already available from recent work. A few exam
ples will be reviewed here as an illustratation of 
the potential performance of Helium II. These 
examples are not limitative and could be comple-
nented by other published results. 

An experiment conducted by Seyfert, Clau'et 
et al at Grenoble was presented at the recent CEC 
Conference at Madison''). 

Beat transfer measurecents were carried out 
in test cells provided with cooling channels of 
lengths varying between 10 BET and 90 mm and thick
nesses of 1 and ?. mm. The channels were either 
closed at the ends or opered to the superfluid 
bath. Heat pulses vere generated within the cells 
alor.g two different cycles ; single rectangular 
poise of varying amplitude and duration, dual 
pulse composed of a first interse pulse of short 
duration followed by a "post-heating" step of 
reduced amplitude but maintained for a fairly 
long tide. These conditions «re representative 
of phenosena liable to occur in a superconducting 
winding both with respect to cooling path confi
guration and to heat generation, an initial per
turbation driving the conductor normal and being 
followed by joule heating in the conductor. 

Sow of the results can be pointed out. In 
the single pulse test, it is shown that the amount 
of heat which can be removed without temperature 
runaway corresponds effectively to the enthalpy 
between 1.8 K and TX of the helium available in 
the channel and that all the fluid adjacent to 
the heated area participates to this effect.. As 
long as the total dissipated energy does not 
exceed the available enthalpy, the transient heat 
transfer at the surface of the heated sample is 
not United. Energy densities of 35 mJoules/cmz 

could be absorbed with surface heat fluxes as 
high as 8 W/cm 2 with 2 mm thick channels. 

With extended channel lengths, the contribu
tion of the fluid at a distance from the heated 

! area vas also clearly apparent, With a 90 am open 
. channel an energy density of 500-mJ/csr was remo
ved with a heat flux of 1.3 w/cm for a pulse 

' duration of 0.4 see. 
In the case of dual pulse experiments, it 

vas found that if the post-heating amplitude 
remains below the steady state limit, recovery 
is secured vhatever the energy of the initial 
disturbance. A sample driven to 20 K by the ini
tial pulse recovers even under a post-heating 
flux of 0.7 W/cm 2. Heat fluxes higher than the 

i steady state values can be sustained for a fairly 
long titse (several seconds) if the initial pulse 
is not too high. 

Van Scivcr'"' ha* shown important results on 
the heat fluxes which can be transported along 
very long ducts of superfluid helium. A conside
rable time delay is experienced before the onset 
of filet boiling for heat fluxes well .-.bovc the 
steady state lir.;it. For a 9 à long, 9 tr.n I.D. 

duct, with only one end open to the helium btth 
at 1.8 K delays of 45 sec. at 1.12 W/cm 2 and of 
5 sec. at 2.22 l>"/cm- were reported. 

Another experiment was also presented at the 
lest CEC Conference by Gentile and Hasseniahl"). 
In this case heat transfer measurements were car
ried cut according to a procedure adapted from an 
original method proposed by Schr.idt^,0). This 
method uses the current sharing properties of a 
superconductor as a means of simultaneously pro
ducing calibrated heat pulses and measuring the 
temperature of the sample, without additional 
heater or'sensors. Due to its high sensivity and 
precision and to its extremely fast response,such 
a device enables heat transfer measurements to be 
carried out in a wide range of heat fluxes and 
within very short transient times (order of the 
msec or well below). This provides an appreciable 
extension of the data already mentioned. 

fignificant results were obtained at I.I ( 
and I etm and ver' compared to similar conditions 
at 4.2 K. In an infinite bath, steady state heat 
fluxes up to about \C W/cm 2 could be observed 
with a stable temperature on the sample near 4.2K 
at this maximum heat flux. Above this level, much 
higher heat fluxes can be sustained for a certain 
time, typically 30 W/cm 2 for 1 msec, 15 V'/csr for 
5 msec. 

In a channel cooling configuration, results 
similar to those reported above, were obtained in 
that the maximum energy which a pulse is allowed 
to dissipate is close to the enthalpy available 
in the Helium present in the channel, indepen
dently of the thickness of the channel and, 
within large limits, of the ouration of the pulse 
or of the instantaneous heat flux intensity. 

All these results demonstrate the ability of 
Helium II to remove .large amounts of heat within 
a vide range of heat fluxes and pulse durations 
and should help to estimate the cooling configu
ration adequate for a real magnet whose pulsed 
losses are known. An important point to keep in 
mind is that the full benefit of He-II cooling 
is obtained only if the fluid is in direct con
tact with the bare conductor. 

IV. STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS 

Another way of estimating the properties of 
superfluid helium in a magnet is in studying the 
stability against thermal disturbances of a real 
superconducting winding, cooled by Helium II. 
This subject has been extensively investigated 
by Chantai Meuris at Saclay both theoretically 
and experimentally'"'. This work vas stimulated 
by the ongoing program on Tore 2S, already men
tioned, but the results arc of a much vider 
interest. 

The experiments vere carried out on aselfic, 
single-layer solenoids of 200 mm length and 
100 urn diameter, cooled along longitudinal cnan-
nels separated by evenly distributed spacers. 
Both the thickness and the width of the channels 
vere varied.A heater, placed under one of the 
spacer! in the middle of the layer, enabled heat 
pulses to be generated, vith amplitudes of I to 
1000 mJ and durations of IOO/«sec to 10 msec. 
The solenoid was submitted to an axial back
ground field up to 12 Tcsla produced by a con
ventional Bitter-type corl available at the 
SNC1 at Grenoble. 

Measurements were made of the minimum propa
gating current and of the recovery current in 
function of the applied mar ne tic field and of 
the heat pulse amplitude and duration. 
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STABILITY CURVES FOR A tOCAL DISTURBANCE OF 1000 mJ. 
• minimum propagating current. 
. recovery current, 
c channel thickness. 

Results cover a large spectrum of data, in
cluding voltage recordings, quench propagation, 
recovery process and the effect of the spacers, 
which appear to play sn inportant part in the 
overall behaviour of the w. nding. As an illustra
tion of this work a typical set of curves is shown 
in Fig.i of minimum propagating currents and maxi
ma* full recovery currents for two channel thick
nesses, at 4.2 K'and 1.8 K. 

The width of the channels (and of the spa
cers) is 10 tsn and the pulse energy is I Joule. 
Rote that the 4.2 K curves are independent of the 
channel thickness and that recovery and tr.initr.um 
propagating currents are very close. Note also 
that these 4.2 K results «re relatively high, as 
the channels are oriented vertically and offer 
the most favorable configuration for the Helium I 
cooling, allowing heat transfer coefficients high
er than 0.36 W/cm 2 (see dotted line). Neverthe
less, results at 1.8 K show a large enhancement 
of the stability lir.its both with regard to higher 
fields and to higher currents. The influence of 
the channel thickness is ar.ain quite obvious nnd 
a correlation was established between this effect 
and the limiting heat flux liable to N? carried 
in the channels, as already pointed out in the 
previous experiments (see hatched lints). For 
I.S m.* thick channels, the f.ain in stability 
(measured by the t.inir.'.on propagating tutrent) is 

about a factor of 3 above the values obtained at 
4.2 K ia the range of fields below 9 T. 

V. HELIUM IZ TECHNOLOGY 

An obstacle which has often been opposed to 
the use of superfluid Helium is the increased com
plexity of the cryogenics and refrigeration for 
the required tecperature. As already noted in the 
first part of this paper, considerable progress 
has been achieved along this line with the deve
lopment of the "double bath" technique, which 
provides a relatively easy and economical way of 
producing pressurized He II at temperatures as 
low as 1.5 K. 

This technique has been demonstrated on the 
largest scale ever carried out yet, with the cons
truction and operation.of a new test facility ins
talled ac Saclay. This device is part of the e'xpe-
riaiental program aimed at qualifying the super
conducting version of a proposed tokamak, Tore 2S 
(4). This work is a joint collaboration of three 
CEA Laboratories ! Fontcnny-aux-Roses (project 
leader), Grenoble and Sac lay. 

The test facility is intended for providing 
the sane environment as will be experienced by 
the conductor in the actual T2S toroidal magnet, 
both with respect to field configuration and to 
cooling mode. 

Ù J 



The system fccturps a PC background field of 
up to 9,5 T with an useful volume of 33 en in dia-
ceter, inside which different experimental set-ups 
can be fitted, including superimposed pulsed field 
windings sicuiating the extrer.e pulsed ccrponcnts 
appearing in the to'tanak operation curing pclcidal 
excitation or plasc:a disruption, components vhich 
are both parallel and perpendicular to the conduc
tor and vhich can reach amplitudes of the order of 
0.8 T -ith ticc constants of 10 to 20 r_sec. 

The coil producing the DC field is cade of 
tvo parts. The oute/ coil has a I.D. of S3 cm; an 
0.0. of 66 cm and a length cf 60 c c It uses two 
grades of conductor of a classical Cu-SbTi compo
site vith a Cu/Sc ratio or respectively 2.1 and 
6.2 and is wound in a cospact way without cooling 
channels. The inner coil is made of two adjacent 
sections, each one using a single length (584 s) 
of the conductor specially designed for Tore 2S 
and obtained from tvo different manufacturers. 
This conductor is 2.5 x 5.6 n=a2 and contains IIOOO 
fi lacent s of SbTi (20/t) in a cotrplex matrix of 
copper and cupronickel. Each section has a winding 
I.D. of 36 en, an O.D. of 48 cm i.id a length of 
19 cm and is layer wound with cooling channels 
between layers ir. a sitr.ilar way as in the stabili
ty experinent previously described . 

All the sections are designed for the sace 
nominal current, 1400 A, so that they can be run 
in series. At 1400 A the central field is 9.8 Tes
la (max field on the conductor 10.5 T) and the 
stored energy near 6 HJ. 

The coil is Eoar.ted in a vertical cryostat, 
70 CE in dia.eeter, cooled with Helivn II following 
the double-bath technique. The voluxe at 1.8 K is 
430 liters and the -.-eight to be cooled at this 
tes.perature is 1500 icg. The cooling power neces
sary to Veep this tecperature devn is provided by 
a single mechanical purp of 200 c 3/h (/v2 Watts 
at 1.8 K). 

The tests carried out in the tain coil are 
vounted either directly in the eain bath or sepa
rately in an antidevar also equiped for working 
at 4.2 K or 1.8 K. 

The whole systcn is controlled by scans of 
a nicrocoe-puter and newly designed inforsatized 
cryogenic instrumentation, providing fast data 
acquisition and automatic control of all the func
tions (cooling down, tecperature regulation, safe
ty, etc). Such a system precludes the type of . 
equipment vhich will be necessary for fully ope
rational larger systexs and demonstrates the fea
sibility and reliability which can be expected 
from the proposed techniques. 

The DC coil was first tested in May 1979. 
This run confined the main objectives laid down 
for the experiment. Cooling down to 1.8 K was 
achieved without difficulty. The «agnet vas char
ged in about 3 hours up to a current close to the 
nominal value (1600 Aaps in the central sections 
and 1358 Ar.ps in the outer sections). This led to 
a central field of 9.735 T and a peak field on the 
conductor of 10.5 T, It can be noted that the 
quench occured, without training, in the outer 
coils. The rather long charging titre of the coil 
if not due to a limitation of the coil itself, 
but for keeping the power dissipated by the magne
tisation losses at the level of the available 
cooling power at 1.8 K. The total losses during 
charging, up amount to 15 kitcJculcs and at the 
indicated speed the bath tcc.pcrfiture rises from 
1.75 K to 1.85 K. 

Other inforcation from the test is worth 
rentiening. The cooling; tire from room trrpcrature 
to 90 K took 72 hours (Helium gas cooled by LN2), 
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- Figure 2 -
9.7 Tesla co i l of the "T2S" test f ac i l i t y ready 
for assecbly into the cryostat. 

Helium II cryostat of the test f a c i l i t y . 
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frca 90 K to i .2 K 2i hours, fro-, A.2 K to 1.8 K 
12 hsurs. The volure of liquid heliua; used during 
the cooling process was 12L'0 1. The total consump
tion of t.;e crycstut "»as 10 1/h at norr.al opera-
ting conditions, with a boat dissipation at 1.8 K 
less than 2 *«. 

During the -uench, the energy dissipated in 
the coi ls vas 1.7 MJoules and gave rise to a stea
dy heating process iv the bach. The l owr bath 
boi ls off and i s evacuated through a «safvty valve 
into the upper bath. The level goes up in the lat 
ter but the pressure in i t i a l l y t r - s down due to 
the sixing effect with cooler l iquid. After about 
one minute the upper pressure starts increasing 
•gain up to the set value of the rel ief valve, 
then the process goes on norr.ally. This shovs that 
* quench in pressurized He-Tl can be handled v i th 
complete safety. 

The above data are ot ly given in order to 
show how an actual tr.agnet of significant charac
ter i s t i c s cm be operated in superfluid Keliun. 
The corplete description of this experiment v i l l 
be published l e t c r ^ ' ) . Figures 2 and 3 show the 
gain coi l and the top of the cryostat during 
assembly. 
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